ProHolland motor vacations.

Newsletter, March 2013.

Dear Friends,
The power of promotion is repeating the message, so here it is:

Last few years we have had an ‘early-bird-discount’. This year we decided to change things.
We like to offer a low(er) ‘all year long price’. So the set price for our ‘One and only 10 days
Dutch experience on two wheels’ will be:

€ 1499,- without hiring a motorcycle
Or

€ 2099,- including a motorcycle
More information you will find at our website www.proholland.com
Of course we also offer short breaks. If you like to visit our country only for a couple of days
we also like to guide you around too. To be honest: being in the Netherlands for only a short
amount of time is much better than not having been here at all! Just send us an e-mail:
info@proholland.com . Tell us what you have in mind and we will do our very best to full fill
your wishes.*
*. It is even possible to be guided around without using a motorcycle. This means we use the
ProHolland-bus to go from A to B.

News.
We are busy to update the website, because we promised to make the website more
informative about the Netherlands in general. The first few steps are already made. Best seen
at out ‘news’ page. We will upload more stories in the near future. Twitter and Facebook are
still under construction. A Dutch expression is telling us: doe iets goed of helemaal niet. (If
you do something do it right, or not at all).

At this moment we are very busy increasing our knowledge about the social media. Problem:
non off us really likes to do it because nice weather entered the Netherlands……..

Out of hibernation.
Today we have had very nice weather. A few days late, according to the weather forecast, but
it was finally there. Late in the afternoon, drinking a cup of coffee, we looked at each other
and both we had the same thought: driving a motorbike is the best thing to do right now.
So we removed all junk and got one motorbike out of the garage and ….. it starts! Right away.
One at the time we drove it for half an hour till the last one told us: it is getting cold without
protective clothes. But we have had our fun for today. Hope you will join us in a couple of
months, the weather will be great (we hope) and for sure the fun will be huge!

Which ones are ours…..

Fun part.
Put all sold iPads on the ground next to each other and it will cover half of our country (2010)
so by now at least 70% will be covered
The first official sentences at the www (world wide web): Febr.15th 1984 ‘Je gaat naar je
broer.’ (You go to your brother)
The sport-bra is a Dutch invention!!
Once there was a Dutch police officer who ordered French fries. Fearing they got cold he uses
the siren of his police car…….. it was the end of his job!
Every year 5 Dutch people are struck by lightning

Although being the most dense country in the world we still manage to have 417.000 empty
houses
We have 11 atomic bombs stored in the Netherlands although we don’t own a single one and
officially the aren’t any atomic bombs at Dutch soil…….. So no-one knows if they are still
here or not ……
McDonalds would like to have a delivery service
In average we are the tallest people in the world: men 184 cm and women 170 cm.
All over the world about 44.000.000 people speak Dutch
‘Smith’ is most common family name in the USA, ‘Chang’ worldwide and ‘de Jong’ in the
Netherlands.
The first highway in the Netherlands opened in May 1937

Our National banner Red-white-blue.
Red = the people. White = the church. Blue = the aristocracy. Our very first flag was orangewhite-blue, but somewhere in the beginning of the 17th century the orange was changed into
red. In 1937 (!!!!) the ‘new’ colours where finally announced the official colours of the
Netherlands.
There is a very poisoned spider in the Netherlands, if it bits you, you are dead. If: this jaws
and teeth are strong enough to do any harm to a human being !
One more, the last one: 1-1-2012 our guilder was changed into euro. Ten years later
1.000.000.000 are still somewhere……. And by now worthless……

Have fun!
Kyle Hoekstra
Olst the Netherlands
0031649935484
Info@proholland.com / www.proholland.com

NB: if you aren’t interested please let us know and we’ll stop the e-mail

